Printed fabric interiors
Choose from a range of patterns for the pillow, lining
and duvet, or send any ideas to the Pathway® team
to create a bespoke pattern and get it printed onto
our soft cotton cloth.

UK patent No. GB2538767.

For more information visit...

www.pathwaycasket.com
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the

1. Choose the frame

Pathway®

The
is designed to bring family members and close friends together
in one final shared experience: participating directly in the design and creation
of a truly personalised coffin.

Create a Pathway

A solid hardwood frame made with
sustainable wood. Leave it natural
and polished or have it painted in
any colour.

2. Design the panels

Picture coffins are extremely popular, with more and more families choosing beautiful
images for a more individual goodbye.
The Pathway® gives families even more control. Eight separate panels that can be
shared amongst family and friends to design or decorate in whatever way they feel most
suitably honours the life they have loved and lost.
Choose from a range of suitable materials for use on
the panels, such as soft tactile fabric or clean
printed panels.

Choose from a range of designs on our website or
send ideas, digital images and a suggested theme
to the Pathway® design team and we’ll do the rest.

3. Choose a lid
The Pathway® comes with either a blackboard
or whiteboard lid - allowing an even wider circle
of friends and family to write or pin memories and
messages. Choose the one that best suits. Picture
lids are also possible.
For more information or to register your interest visit...

www.pathwaycoffins.com

Illustrated with a blue painted frame,
whiteboard lid and printed side panels
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Illustrated with a polished wood finish
frame, picture lid and printed side panels

Illustrated with a white painted frame,
blackboard lid and soft fabric panels

